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Today in luxury:

Luxury CEOs rattled as Hong Kong protests scare Chinese shoppers

For Anna Lee, shopping in Hong Kong isn't the carefree experience it used to be, per Bloomberg.

Click here to read the entire article on Bloomberg

Miuccia Prada, luxury-fashion pioneer

There's something dystopian about the expansive seventh floor of Prada's USA headquarters. The ceiling is
unfinished cement, the overhead lights are neon fuchsia and the building's massive cylindrical supporting columns,
like something from a ship or a parking garage, are painted pale matte pinkset details left over from the resort show,
held a couple nights before, says Vanity Fair.

Click here to read the entire article on Vanity Fair

Is Africa luxury's next golden continent?

From Beyonc wearing Senegalese label Tongoro in her "Spirit" video to Naomi Campbell hitting the catwalk at Arise
Fashion Week in Lagos, African fashion is basking in the spotlight, according to Women's Wear Daily.

Click here to read the entire article on Women's Wear Daily

BMW's profits hit by electric vehicle and emissions costs

BMW AG, the German luxury car maker, said its second-quarter net earnings tumbled 29 percent, hit by exchange
rate fluctuations and manufacturing costs for electric vehicles, reports the Wall Street Journal.
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Click here to read the entire article on the Wall Street Journal
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